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Viessmann Refrigeration Solutions sponsors World Refrigeration Day 2021

● Sustainable refrigeration solutions for the benefit of future generations
● Importance of refrigeration for sensitive goods in various applications
● Creating safe and sustainable environments with refrigeration solutions

Viessmann Refrigeration Solutions is sponsoring the World Refrigeration Day for the
third time in a row. The event takes place on June 26th and aims to create awareness of
the importance of refrigeration, air-conditioning, and heat pumps.

Why does refrigeration matter?

The global Covid-19 pandemic has shown us how important a safe environment is for
the people as well as for the planet. Refrigeration plays a central role in various ways,
for example the correct temperature storage of life-saving vaccines or blood
transfusions, or maintaining the cold chain in food retail and food service to ensure food
safety and reduce food waste in the end.

With the sponsorship, Viessmann Refrigeration Solutions, as one of the market-leading
companies in Europe, wants to share and contribute knowledge and expertise in this
area. “We aim to provide safe environments for sensitive goods and operations. We
focus on future-proof solutions and deliver life-cycle support to redefine our customers'
business and their ecological impact” summarizes Frank Winters, CEO of Viessmann
Refrigeration Solutions.

Focus on people behind the ‘cool careers’

This year's World Refrigeration Day looks at the careers within this sector and follows
the slogan ‘Cooling Champions: Cool Careers for a Better World’. The goal of the
campaign is to inspire students and young professionals in all countries, both women
and men, to meet the challenges faced by their communities by pursuing careers in this
vital sector. Viessmann joins the event, to promote the importance of refrigeration
professionals for the wellbeing of society. Viessmann Refrigeration Solutions continues
to offer young professionals career opportunities within a company that is strongly
driven by its purpose to create living spaces for generations to come.

This digital event wants to give insights into the cooling business and the interesting job
opportunities this sector is offering. For sure it has great future potential!
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About Viessmann:
The Viessmann Group is one of the leading international manufacturers of heating,
industrial, and refrigeration solutions. This family enterprise was founded in 1917, has
12,750 employees, and the group’s turnover amounts to €2.8 billion.
Viessmann Refrigeration Solutions is one of the leading European manufacturers of
commercial refrigeration and clean room solutions, renowned for their energy efficiency,
sustainability, ease of use and maintenance. Viessmann’s refrigeration product and
service portfolio includes refrigerated cabinets, refrigeration systems, cold and clean
room solutions, accessories and related services. Viessmann Refrigeration Solutions
employs nearly 1,500 refrigeration professionals in Europe. The products are
manufactured at Viessmann factories in Germany and Finland and are represented by
local sales offices in 18 countries, backed up by an extensive network of partner
companies.
cooling.viessmann.com

For more information please contact:
vrs_communications@viessmann.com
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